I would like to address here one of these disagreements, namely the question of whether the comic playwright Platon (often referred to as Plato Comicus) belonged, as a few ancient commentators have claimed, in any meaningful sense to Middle Comedy. The question, I
believe, is more than just a trivial quibble about what category of literary history to assign Platon to. I am, in fact, less interested in what we choose to call Platon than in the nature of his poetic production, and its relationship to subsequent comic drama. Focusing on Platon in this way enriches our conception of comic trends in late fifth-century Athens, a conception which is too often skewed by inferences drawn solely from the extant plays of Aristophanes. Now that Nesselrath has so thoroughly examined the history and descriptive validity of Middle Comedy as a literary-critical construct, we are well positioned to reconsider the question of whether Platon fits squarely into the mainstream of Old Comedy, or whether he anticipated to a significant degree trends in comedy that we associate with fourth-century Middle comedy.
From a strictly chronological point of view, of course, there can be little doubt that Platon belonged to Old Comedy. His career began in the middle of the fifth century and continued until at least the 380's, roughly paralleling the career of Aristophanes. Yet Platon has frequently been regarded as a transitional figure in the development of Greek comedy from Old to New. Some nineteenth-century scholars such as Cobet and Wilamowitz, 5 influenced by certain ancient testimonia, went so far as to proclaim Platon the inventor of "Middle" Comedy, Norwood even posited the notion of a distinct fifth-century "school" of comedy (with Crates as its putative leader) which had, he believed, affinities with Middle comedy. 6 Nesselrath is aware, of course, as he shows so clearly in the first half of his book, that one can define "Middle" so as to include just about anyone, as some of the scholiasts seemed to do.
He has demonstrated in fact how the meaning of "Old", "Middle" and "New" tended to vary according to whatever generic teleology a commentator had in mind for comedy. Thus, for example, when a scholiast on Dionysius Thrax held that Cratinus was a quintessential representative of Old Comedy, that Aristophanes and Eupolis belonged partly to the Old, partly to the Middle, Platon to the Middle, and Menander to the New Comedy, it is because his definition of the terms turned on the amount of invective found in a play. 7 So even though Platon had not abandoned personal abuse, we can understand how a commentator might have wished to distinguish him from his more acerbic contemporaries by placing him in a different category.
Nesselrath, however, reminds us that this "Middle" comedy is not the same as the "real" Middle comedy, which he would have begin rather strictly around 380 B.C. 8 Nesselrath's mission of staking out the territory of the "real" Middle Comedy, however, what fourth-century comedy looked like, and we are given good reasons for using the term "Middle Comedy" to describe it. But discussing similarities between literary works of different periods tends to make generic categorizations less tidy, and so Nesselrath, no doubt unconsciously, occasionally privileges differences between periods in trying to articulate clearly the rationale for his tripartite division of comedy. In the case of Platon, as I noted above, there was something about his comedy that could lead a commentator to consider aspects of his work qualitatively different from that of his contemporaries, and perhaps somewhat ahead of his time.
Fragmentary as the evidence is, I believe that those commentators who claimed that Platon was a poet of Middle Comedy, however hyperbolically and however erroneously from a chronological point of view, correctly sensed that he played a pivotal role in the gradual evolution of Greek comedy from the Old to Middle to New.
One type of comedy that has often been seen to link Old and Middle Comedy is the mythological parody, typically a play taking its plot from a well known myth and offering a send-up version of the original. Such plays were common enough within the mainstream of Old Comedy, (Nesselrath calculates a fourth or fifth of Aristophanes' plays to be of this sort, and nearly a third of Cratinus'), 9 though typically Old Comedy was characterized more as a genre of personal abuse and politically engaged satire. For whatever reasons, mythological parody became very popular in Middle Comedy, and, as Nesselrath has shown, seems to have taken on a character in this period somewhat different from that of the previous century. Nesselrath points in particular to the tendency to "rationalize" the myths more, to integrate them more seamlessly into scenes of everyday life, and to downplay explicit political satire. 10 The poets of Old Comedy, by contrast, Nesselrath argues, tended to distort the original versions more, focusing on comically absurd aspects of the myths, and engaging in transparent political innuendo.
Platon's own apparent penchant for mythological parody (roughly a third of his known plays seem to fall into this category) certainly inspired a number of scholars over a century ago to credit the testimonia that claimed him as a poet of Middle Comedy. 11 Nesselrath has corrected this overstatement based on the chronological parameters that he posits, but he does not examine
in great detail what it is about the nature of Platon's mythological plays that might have led ancient (and then modern) commentators to conceptualize him in this way. But let us ignore mere labels for the moment and consider a few examples from Platon's mythological plays that, I
believe, ally him in spirit at least with comic poets of the next generation.
Two mythological subjects in particular seemed to attract Platon, as they did many poets of Nesselrath's observation that Middle Comedy often invested traditional myths with domestic coloration typical of the fourth century holds also for several other plays of Platon. The after-dinner game of kottabos, for example, in which contestants would try to dislodge little disks from a shaft by hurling wine drops at them (or in another version would try to sink saucers floating in a basin, as in Cratinus fr. 124 KA) was especially common in Middle Comedy. While allusions to the game can be found in Old Comedy (Cratinus and Ameipsias, among others), 15 it is noteworthy that the references in Platon are set apart from these not so much in their details, as in their self-conscious, self-contained treatment, a feature that clearly foreshadows Middle
Comedy.
In fr. 46 of ZeÁw KakoÊmenow (Zeus Afflicted) Platon has a scene in which Heracles is about to play the kottabos game. The fragment opens with an interlocutor addressing two characters, one of whom is Heracles: "...you two play at the kottabos game until I've / fixed some dinner for you inside" (prÚw kÒttabon pa zein, ßvw ín sf"n §g / tÚ de›pnon ¶ndon skeuãsv, 1-2). These lines imply that the audience will actually witness a game on stage, introducing no doubt a rather trivial, whimsical scene that places the hero in a banal, domestic setting. A discussion follows about what the kottabos-prizes ought to be, in which Heracles suggests that they play for kisses-again reflecting a fourth-century interest in amorous themes:
(Her:) "Fine, bring the mortar, fetch some water, put out / the wine-cups! And let's play for kisses!" (f°re tØn yue an, a‰r' Ïdvr, potAEria / parãyete. pa zvmen d ¢ per‹ filhmãtvn, 4-5).
Evidently, there followed an exchange in which someone (perhaps Heracles and his partner) received instruction on how to play the game properly: fr. 47: "...it's quite essential for you to bend back / your hand and throw the kottabos smoothly" (…égkuloËnta de› sfÒdra / tØn xe›ra p°mpein eÈrÊymvw tÚn kÒttabon).
In another play, Spartans, or Poets, we find a fragment (71KA) that distinctly foreshadows the detailed interplay between two slaves in later Greco-Roman comedy as they comment on the domestic activities of their superiors, and which also features the kottabos. In the first part of the fragment, in which the slaves are discussing their duties in managing the banquet underway within the house, Slave (A) mentions that he will bring out the kottabos after the libations have been poured. In the second part, one of the slaves has evidently returned from within and describes the progress of the activities: "The libation has now been made, and they're far along in their drinking / the drinking-song has been sung, and the kottabos has been brought outside..."
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(spondØ m¢n dh g°gone ka‹ p nont°w efisi pÒrrv / ka‹ skÒlion stai, kÒttabow dÉ §jo xetai yÊraze, 10-11). After three more lines, the citation breaks off, and Athenaeus says: "After these lines, I think, there was a discussion of the kottabos and its players [épokottab zontew]." If we can trust Athenaeus' memory on this point, the slaves must have continued at length about the details of the game.
Both scenes in Platon are reminiscent of a similar one in the middle comic Antiphanes'
ÉAfrod thw Gona . Fr. 57KA of this play offers in 20 verses an elaborate set of instructions on the kottabos to an apparent novice: "I will teach you step by step..." declares one character to the other; at line 15 the instructor says, "you have to curve the fingers crab-like as if to play the aulos, pour out some wine-not too much-and then hurl" (aÈlhtik«w de› karkinoËn toÁw daktÊlouw / o‰nÒn te mikrÚn §gx°ai ka‹ mØ polÊn: / ¶peitÉ éfAEseiw). Eubulus, one of the best known poets of Middle Comedy, has a flying character in his Bellerophon (probably Bellerophon himself) compare himself to a tall kottabos shaft (fr. 15KA), 17 and, as I have argued elsewhere, it even seems likely that his play entitled Ankylion featured a character whose name reflected the bend in the wrist necessary for a successful kottabos toss. 18 Nesselrath himself has noted that the peculiar interest in the kottabos game in Middle Comedy reflected the trend toward incorporating local Realien into plots in general, and, more specifically, into the treatment of traditionally elevated mythological figures. 19 Platon's own references to the kottabos, I would add, herald this trend. given us some cause to imagine a real transition from the mythological comedy of the fifth century to that of the fourth, and I strongly suspect that if we had a better sampling of other mythological comedies of Old Comedy, including Cratinus, we would find even more affinities between the two periods that would make the task of assigning even approximate dates to the transition between them even more problematic.
So far our discussion has focused on Platon's mythological comedy, and whether it might help us chart the evolution of comedy from the Old to the Middle periods. This question is easily pr«ta m¢n §mo‹ går KourotrÒfƒ proyÊetai plakoËw §nÒrxhw, êmulow §gkÊmvn, k xlai •kka dexÉ ılÒklhroi m°liti memigm°nai, lag"a d dekÉ §pis°lhna. tîlla d¢ 10 dh~taËtÉ eÈtel°stata:~êkoue dAE. bolb«n m¢n ÉOryãnn˙tr É mi°ktea, Konisãlƒ d¢ ka‹ parastãtain duo›n mÊrtvn 34 pinak skow xeir‹ paratetilm°nvn: lÊxnvn går Ùsmåw oÈ filoËsi da monew. 15 purghw tetãrthw~Kus te ka‹ Kunhg°taiw, LÒrdvni draxmAE, Kubdãsƒ tri bolon, ¥rƒ K°lhti d°rma ka‹ yulAEmata. taËtÉ §sti ténal matÉ . efi m¢n oÔn tãde proso detÉ , efis°lyoitÉ ên: efi d¢ mAE, mãthn 20 ¶jestin Ím›n diå ken w binhtiçn first you must offer to me, the Goddess who nurtures children a well-hung bit of cake, a tart made with the best flour, sixteen birds intact and soaked in honey, twelve crescent-shaped dainties. And there are also 10 these additional items which are the cheapest. Listen: Three sacks of bulbs for Orthannes, and for Konisalos and his two attendants, a platter of myrtle berries plucked by hand (since divinities don't like the smell of burning off hair); 15 a quarter pound of wheat for the Dogs and the Hunters, a drachma for Lordon, three obols for Kybdasos, a leather hide and sacrificial cakes for the hero Keles. This is what it will cost you. So if you bring them all out, then you can go in <and see Phaon>. Otherwise you're wasting 20 your time --you'll be hot for a fuck for no purpose.
All the names for these obscure figures are of course obscene: Orthannes and Konisalos are otherwise attested names for the deified Phallos worshipped in Athens, 35 while Lordon, Kybdasos and Keles seem to refer to various positions of copulation. 36 More than a passing interest in such deities or quasi-deities is clearly evident from the fragments of Middle Comedy. Eubulus composed an entire play called ÉOryãnnhw and, although the few fragments do not allow us to speculate about its plot, one fragment (75KA), written in the dithyrambic style that Nesselrath has shown to be so common in Middle Comedy, describes elaborate culinary preparations that may indicate preliminaries to a celebration of the phallic god. 37 Xenarchus composed a play entitled Pr apow and Timocles a Kon salow, the same god menioned by Platon in the Phaon fragment.
That such humorous themes of ithyphallism were at least recurrent in, if not central to, 10 kaã t"de m¢n dÿ taÀta: yal"sshw d… ßw t kn… Íneimi o»d¢ lopÂw kak"n ßstin: ÈtÂr t$ t"ghnon Ímeinon, oâmai Ÿrf n a olÄan sun"dont" te karxarÄan te mÿ t mnein, m soi n mesiw ye"yen katapne s , 15 Èll… òlon Ÿpt saw par"yew: poll$n gÂr Ímeinon. poul podow ~plektÿ d… Ìn ßpil c ~ katÂ kair"n, ïfyÿ t w Ÿpt w, µn meÄzvn, pol¡ kreÄttvn: µn Ÿptaã d¢ d … ås… , ïfy™ kalÄein Ègore v. trÄglh d… o»k ßy lei ne rvn ßpi ranow eânai: 20 pary nou …Art midow gÂr +fu kaã st mata miseõ. sk"rpiow a' (B.) paÄsei ge sou t$n prvkt$n ÕpelyHn Indeed it even seems likely that the recurrent detail of the aphrodisiac bulb (mentioned at fr. 188.6: "bulbs for Orthannes" and 189.9: "tame the bulbs, douse them in sauce") foreshadows another obsession typical of Middle Comedy. It is in fact striking that in his disquisition on bulbs at 63d-64f, Athenaeus draws the bulk of his poetic examples from fourth-century comedy, citing
Eubulus, Alexis, Xenarchus and Philemon. Of all the various authorities he quotes in this passage, both scientific and literary, it is curious that only in the comic excerpts are the aphrodisiac properties of the bulb revealed. In Eubulus' Amaltheia, another of the many popular "Heracles" plays of the period, Heracles includes bulbs as one of the foods he studiously avoids in favor of beef and pork (fr. 6KA), no doubt because of their unheroic associations. Alexis, according to Athenaeus, "stressed the aphrodisiac power of bulbs" in an unknown play, at fr.
281KA: "if anyone in love with a hetaira should find other drugs more useful than these..."
(toÊtvn ên tiw eÏr˙fãrmaka / §r«n •ta raw ßtera xrhsim tera, [3] [4] , and the single extant citation from Xenarchus' BoutalÄvn (fr. 1K) describes paratragically how even the bulb cannot save the master of the house from his terminal impotence:
Ístutow oâkow ko»d¢ busa xhn yeÁw DhoÀw s noikow, ghgenÿw b"lbow, fÄloiw ïfy$w bohy´n dunat"w ßst… ßpark sai: (4-6)
The house can't get it up, and the stubby-necked companion of Demeter, earth-born bulb-a real help to friends when boiled up-cannot even now do any good
In itself, forging a link between Platon and later comic poets by means of bulbs may perhaps seem a tenuous exercise, but we should remember that these passages in Platon reflect other trends emblematic of the transition from Old to Middle Comedy, including an interest in dithyrambic language, religious esoterica, sustained erotic scenes, and possibly even in the fourth-century parody of philosophical schools. 39 In discussing elements in Platon that suggest his affinities with later Greek comedy, I have, of course, downplayed the those fragments which serve to secure his "rightful" status as a poet of Old Comedy. His interest in political satire and personal abuse, at all events, certainly affirm that his comedy can be classified as belonging to the "Old" period. 40 Still, even if we exclude Platon easily and (forgivably) account for a desire to date it as late as possible. 29 Nesselrath 1990, 236. 30 Nesselrath 1990, 239. Nesselrath notes as well that another type of mythological comedy can be seen in Cratinus' Dionysalexandros, though this too, with its political allegory and focus on the parody of a myth, is similarly unlike anything he has detected for Middle Comedy. But see my reservations about how useful such observations can be for assessing the essential nature of comedies that are known to us only in a few fragments, p. 000, below. 31 Nesselrath 1990, 239.
32 Fr. 150 KA may provide an example of a theme that underwent further development in later Greek comedy. Here the Cyclops threatens to cook up Odysseus' companions and eat them (vv.
2-5):
frÊjaw xécAEsaw képanyrak saw k»ptAEsaw, efiw ëlmhn te ka‹ Ùjãlmhn kîitÉ §w skorodãlmhn xliarÚn §mbãptvn,˘w ín ÙptÒtatÒw moi èpãntvn Ím«n fa nhtai, katatr jomai, OE strati«tai
Obviously the notion that the Cyclops would actually take the trouble of cooking the men before devouring them is a comic emendation of the Odyssean version (in which he ate them raw), and the culinary details he offers-he mentions roasting, baking, grilling and several forms of pickling-are very much in keeping with similar jokes elsewhere in Old Comedy. But cooks and cooking became quite popular and highly developed motifs in Middle Comedy, especially in connection with dithyrambic "parody" (see below p. 000), as Nesselrath shows in his lucid treatment of the subject (1990, (297) (298) (299) (300) (301) (302) (303) (304) (305) (306) (307) (308) (309) . Agreeing with the conclusion of Giannini (1960) and Dohm (1964) , that in earlier comedy we cannot really speak of the mãgeirow as a distinct comic "type", Nesselrath does not pursue the matter. But a scene in Cratinus' Odysseis featuring Polyphemus calling attention to his cooking skills might easily have been developed in a direction that anticipated the cook's "role" in Middle Comedy. My point is not that we must assume that Polyphemus as cook was an important and well articulated theme of Odysseis, but simply that our evidence from the fragments of Old Comedy is truly too insubstantial to allow us to draw major conclusions about the genre based on what is not to be found in them.And when such a line of argument leads scholars to condemn ancient testimonia that offer something positive for a change, such as Platonius, I think we need to rethink our reasoning anew on that particular point. 33 Cf. Geissler 1925, 72-73.
